
O MANY OF US can only imagine owning our forever 
home, but Ann Hampson and Dennis Kings are truly 
living the dream. Their custom-built ranch-style residence 
sits on more than an acre of property just south of Cambridge 

in Brant County. Originally a horse farm, the land was purchased by 
Shirecrest Homes President Ken Sommer, who severed three lots 
for custom builds. Ann and Dennis have one of those lots, which has 
been transformed into a stunning setting designed with their nine 
grandchildren in mind. It’s a place meant for fun and family and not 
much has been left to the imagination.
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DreamLIVING THE

Pine timbers milled on site by Shirecrest Homes draw attention to the
vaulted ceiling in the spacious great room. OPPOSITE TOP: A black
matte chandelier is the perfect complement to the pine plank ceiling
and natural stone surrounding the Kingsman gas fireplace. BOTTOM:
A breezeway tucked between the house and main garage offers an
entryway into the backyard oasis.
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In this backyard built for fun, the 
custom pool cabana features its own 
patio, television and gas fireplace for 
chilly evenings.

“This is our getaway,” Ann says. “We don’t 
have to go anywhere now.”

The owners of Kings Wood Products in 
nearby Paris knew that they wanted to trade 
a suburban location for the space and privacy 
of a more rural property. After committing 
to the lot, they put their trust in Ken and the 
Shirecrest team, who began the home-building 
process in May 2017 and handed the keys to 
the new owners on Dec. 21, just in time for 
Christmas that same year. 

One of the more unique exterior features 
is a breezeway dividing the home and its 
attached garage from another detached two-
car garage. Reminiscent of a European villa, 
the charming passageway offers a peek into 
the resort-style backyard, and this is where 
the fun begins. Two patios – one is a walkout 
from the master bedroom – are steps away 
from a heated in-ground pool by Brantford’s 
Pioneer Family Pools and an inviting gas 
firepit surrounded by Muskoka chairs.

A spacious pool cabana has been designed 
to extend the outdoor living space with a 
bathroom, change room and full-size fridge. 
Kids and adults alike can rinse off quickly in 
the outdoor shower or warm up in front of 
the gas fireplace. A wet bar with storage and 
television mounted above the fireplace add the 
finishing touches to party central, which will 
eventually include a basketball court.

“We sit here sometimes and think that we 
can’t believe it’s ours,” Ann says.

Working on custom builds is a passion 
for Ken, who prides himself on never having 
repeated a home design in 15 years. It was the 
company’s personal approach and attention 
to capturing the tiniest details that made 
the process such a positive one for Ann and 
Dennis. “Ken did a really good job,” Ann 
remarks. “He’s been amazing.”

What is instantly apparent in the home 
is the thoughtful balance of warm wood 
paired with cool grey and white tones. 
Shirecrest interior design consultant Cortney 
Doherty worked alongside Ann and Dennis 
throughout the design process, capturing their 
style and occasionally pushing them out of 
their comfort zone. 

TOP RIGHT: An outdoor shower built into the pool 
cabana is the perfect spot for a quick rinse. RIGHT: 
Muskoka chairs surrounding a gas firepit bring a 
cottage feel to the backyard.

Continued on page 48
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The island in this stunning open-concept kitchen 
is one of Ann’s favourite features in her custom 
Shirecrest home. Black pendant light fixtures contrast 
against the gleaming Cambria countertop and 
white cabinetry by CW Kitchens Inc. Modern meets 
traditional with the addition of a farmhouse sink and 
pot filler installed against mosaic inset tiles. 

“I would say that we’re unique in the fact 
that we’re very hands-on and let our clients 
be hands-on,” Cortney explains, adding 
that she’ll accompany clients as they choose 
finishings for their new homes. “I go with 
them, help narrow it down and be conscious 
of budget. It doesn’t mean it will work if it’s on 
sale and vice versa.”

The open-concept main floor is centred 
around the great room, impressive with its 
ceiling constructed from handmade timbers 
and pine planks, natural stone surrounding 
the Kingsman fireplace, handscraped maple 
hardwood flooring from Sarmazian Bros. 
Flooring and matte black chandelier that 
coordinates nicely with the pendant lighting 
over the kitchen island. The island, beautifully 
outfitted with a Cambria quartz countertop, 
farmhouse sink and plenty of hidden storage 
in the cabinetry by CW Kitchens Inc., is a 
favourite of Ann’s, but the space that captures 

her heart is a Florida room just off the main 
living area. Flooded with natural light, it’s 
a cosy, electronics-free hideaway perfect for 
reading and relaxing.

Original horse fencing outlines the rear of 
the property, visible through large windows 
in the stunning master bedroom. Fox, deer 
and wild turkey take turns strolling within 
sight and the nightly calls of nearby coyotes 
add to the rural ambience. There are touches 
of luxury throughout the space, including 
a gas fireplace and beautifully-constructed 
wainscotting crafted in-house by Shirecrest, 
leading into the elegant en suite outfitted 
with a custom shower, maple cabinets and 
granite-topped vanity. 

TOP LEFT: Rich purple paint, a glass chandelier and tiled feature wall add 
glam to the powder room. TOP RIGHT: Hand-scraped maple hardwood 
flooring brings warmth to the traditional dining room. LEFT: Interior design 
consultant Cortney Doherty and Ken Sommer, president of Shirecrest 
Homes, are part of the team behind this custom home. ABOVE: This rustic 
Therma-Tru entry door opens into the bright front foyer illuminated by 
chandeliers from The Lighting Shoppe.
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If the backyard is a showcase for outdoor 
living, then the home’s lower level is its 
counterpart for indoor entertaining. This 
is where Dennis’s passion for collectibles is 
evident with hundreds of model cars and 
sports memorabilia impressively organized 
and mounted on glass wall shelving. We 
discovered more evidence of Shirecrest’s 
quality in the English pub-style bar. Ken’s 
mastery at millwork shines in the handmade 
counter constructed from a standing 
black walnut tree. Rounding out the space 
is a kids’ craft room, mini-theatre with 
matching recliners and a spacious living area 
with fireplace. 

LEFT: Barn doors open into a craft room designed for 
the couple’s nine grandchildren. ABOVE: The cabinets 
and counter by CW Kitchens Inc. provide plenty of 
storage and workspace in the laundry room. BELOW: 
The lower level features an English-style pub with 
handmade bar counter crafted by Ken from a standing 
black walnut tree. 

Continued on page 52

Bringing Dreams To Life Since 1986

Visit our NEW showroom!
Opening June 2019

690 Bishop Street North, Cambridge
519.650.0710  |  www.cwkitchens.com
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Though the lower level is below grade, 
Ann and Dennis wanted access to the 
backyard. Ken devised a plan that included 
an armour stone walk-up to the pool 
area that’s as decorative as it is practical 
with its private patio just outside the 
sliding glass doors. There’s no question 
that this collaboration between builder 
and client has been a success; they’ve 
managed to put the fun in functionality 
in a forever home ideal for creating lasting 
family memories.  OH

ABOVE: Light pours into the master en suite with 
built-in glass shower and soaker tub. TOP RIGHT: 
The millwork on this wall is the perfect foil to the 
simplicity of the master bedroom. RIGHT: Sconce 
lighting, a granite counter and a richly dark-stained 
vanity bring elegance to the master en suite.  
FAR RIGHT: A gas fireplace with stone surround 
makes for a cosy master bedroom.  
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